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SUMMARY 

On the basi, of a known statistical-mechanical theory of normal 
paraffin liquids, an expression for sOllnd velocity is derived. It is found 
that the variation of sound velocity among the members of the series is 
fairly well explained in terms of a factor denoting the number of ele
mentary "cells" occupied by a molecule. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A statistical mechanical treatment of normal paraffin liquids has been given 
by Kurata and Isida,' and relationships derived on this basis hetween certain physical 
eOlbtants and the number of carbon atoms. On the assumption that the numher 
of segments in a molecule is proportional to /12/3, theoretical foundations have 
been suggested for empirical relationships involving critical temperatures and 
pressures. and critical temperatures and hoiling points2 • 3 This theory, having 
the same form is Flory's theory of polymer solutions,' appears to constitute a good 
approximation to normal paraffin liquids. 

I n the present paper,! the same theory is applied to derive an expression for 
sound velocity, and this is compared with experimental values. . Indeed, it has 
long been known that the sound velocity in paraffins, as in the case of a large num
ber of series of organic compounds, increases with increasing chain length.' 

2. EXPRESSfON FOR SOUND VELOCITY 

[n the theory, the entire system is divided into celis, the volume of the ele
mentary celi (7) being independent of the chain length, and· one molecule of the 
paraffin, having 11 carbon atoms, is regarded as filling x consecutive cells. Thus, 
the system containing N molecules. and of total volume V, can be mathematically 
identified with a solution N rod-like polymers distributed among (Vj7 - xN) single
site solvent molecules. On the basis of the treatment given by Flory,' the free 
energy is given below: 
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where the lirst term n::fer~ 10 the internal dcgrt:c" of fr.t'l·,~.{lmT ~ .. ' i ... , TLr tl~lrn\w!' \.ll 

nearest ncighhl)Uf cells, ::tnd ifl represents the ~nac.a~t.· In tn:r ~H>.,·f1'~ _in<.,!r;J: n .. m 
the translation of the chain through a cell. 1Il\\'I,nn); tho I"C', 

(Segment pair) (I·lok-pair)., 2 (SC~'fllc!it·ll,'\·L 

The prc'-;sure i~ then gi\cn by 

p 

kT [ ( -~ Ill, I l' 

where" V/N volume per moiee,oie. 

The sound velocity is now given by 

c· ["P) M [ cP] I)',; ). y 
p': . ~V, 

RT I: I x:\ TI'- 1::':,/1 . x'~l y 
M STir H V., 

where y rati() or the specific heat'. 

This can also be written. 

,\'1" ~. 

3, COMPARISON Wlm f'xPllmn,,' 

Values of sound velocity at 20" C. for norm,1l p,tr:,tlill ii'lukt'" 5 \" 
n ." 9 have been given by Bergmann (the data being tll()>t' of !W!:;.lf,"). Valm"" 
of l' can be calculated from the values of ,Olllld velocities '. 'pcdlic noab C. ~lItl 
thermal expansion coefficients {J. with the aid of the wcil-kno\\<n r,.rmul. •. 

T!:t:'c~ 
y ']c,,- . 

These values decrease from 1·3 10 1·2 for /I 5 to" 9. (Vulue, "I' C, rm,! 
'" are taken from International ('irtical Tuhir.'.) 

Regarding the value of x we can consider Egloff's' dat,! on II\(! Il1V\eCIl!',H' 

volume at the boiling point, which can be repre,cnted by m<:II1" nf!M HI\C:lf 
curve, and put 

x v. V. ",0·48 , 0'5211. 

(I) Now, from the equation for 4, we can derive the fol/owing 'l"ad!','(I" in .,., 

ax",,' + Ix' (1 - a) + xAJ VT - v' . .:2 '" 0, 
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Regarding the value of a, the value of (Z€lx) obtained by Kurata and Isida from 
the curves representing the relation between critical temperature and the number 
of carbon atoms, can be taken, as these are in accordance with the values of the 
potential energy of intermolecnlar interaction obtained from data on the second 
vidal coefficient (2kl,,€ = 0·002755). Taking x = (a + bn) as before, values 
of T can be obtained, and are found to have a more or less constant value for the 
members of the series, 11 = 5 to n = 9. (The actual values range from NT 

·.C 34·4 e.c. to 31·8 c.c.) 

(2) Further. it is found that the quantity (L1 Ix') remains practically constant 
throughout the series, varying from 2·7 to 2· 8, as shown by the accompanying 
table, in which the values of x are those computed from the molecular volume data 
mentioned above. Now, since T can be assumed constant, this amounts to the 
assumption that the quantity within brackets in the expression for LI is a constant. 
Since here again, the major contribution is made by the first term, the expression 
N (v - XT), which, on the basis of the theory, represents the volume occupied by 
the vacant cells (in a volume V) the latter quantity can to a first approximation be 
regarded constant throughout the series. This can be roughly seen to be the case, 
by considering the values of the molecular volume V = (Mlp), and the values of T 

computed above. The results are given in Table 1. 

TABl.E I 
. ---,,----.-_._---

Ll 

Paraffin 
=Mc2 

-\ 
Ll 

NT x yRT 0 
---.... ---
C,H12 3·08 25·9 2·72 34·4 

C,H,. 3·60 36·2 2·78 33·9 

C,H,• 4'12 47·8 2·8\ 33·\ 

CSH18 4·64 58·3 2·77 32·5 

C,H" 5·16 71·8 2·71 3\·8 
.. . .. -..... --"-.. ~-... -.. -----~~---.. 
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